
Most of us have fleeting ideas of what we want to be, do or have in our lives. 
But they remain just that: fleeting. After all, who has the time to intentionally get 
clear about what we want to create?

Well, everyone from Katy Perry to Ellen Degeneres to Oprah swears they created their 
success by using a simple tool: Vision Boards. A Vision Board is a way to anchor to 
your dreams and to allow the magic of manifestation to work in your life. Finally!

What you may not know is that making a Vision Board is more than just slapping 
a picture onto a poster board. It’s about first getting clear on your authentic life, 
letting go of what’s in the way – and then designing a vision that calls to you. 
And when you do this in a group, the power is magnified!

But you’re busy. And travel is a challenge. That’s why I’m leading this one-time-only 
CREATE YOUR LIFE ONLINE VISION-BOARD WORKSHOP... to give you the space you 
need to intentionally define your dreams and create a Vision Board that will effortlessly 
attract your ideal outcomes to you! (Without having to leave the comfort of your own home!) 

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL GET:

F  Clarity on what you really want (No more settling for someone else’s dreams)

F  Space and time to map out your ideal outcomes in each area of your life
F  Connection with like-minded peers (No Negative Nellies permitted!)

F  A method to clear out the natural “gunk” that arises
F  Your very own supplies checklist (So you’ll have everything you need!)

F  A beautiful Vision Board to effortlessly attract your ideal outcomes in 
   the months ahead.
F  A full day of breathing room and dream-time. (The very thing you keep telling 
   yourself you need - but never make time to do!)

Manifest your Dreams (without having to leave your home) at the

CREATE YOUR LIFE 
ONLINE VISION-BOARD WORKSHOP

A COACHING EXPERIENCE TO CREATE YOUR AUTHENTIC LIFE AND YOUR IDEAL OUTCOMES.

Cost:

DATE: 

TIME:

LOCATION:

Email me at
with the subject line: Sign Me UP!  
I will send you a link so that you 
can claim your space.

*Note: Because of the powerful work in our day together, there are only 10 spaces available. They will fill up fast – 
so please act quickly.  (Doubts, excuses and wavering are just the ego’s way of stopping you from creating your dreams!)

Online
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